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If you ask mixed-media sculptor Anne Lemanski
to conceptualize her work, she’ll put her foot down.
“I heard a quote on NPR from Ray Davies of The
Kinks that pretty much sums it up. He says, ‘My
instinct is smarter than my actual being. I don't
over-intellectualize my work.’ Each piece is its own
problem for me to solve and I really like that.”
Lemanski’s best-known installation, A Century of
Hair 1900-1990, references stereotypes, propagan-
da, and historical blind spots—a highly intellectual-
ized subject matter, indeed. But the artist's personal
view of the work rewinds this perception back to the
root of inspiration: “It starts with a spark. Simple as
that.Then I move from the abstract into the concrete.”

Between the abstract and the concrete,
many artists turn to the sketchbook, articulating
their ideas, laying plans, and outlining their work.
Lemanski skips the two-dimensional process entire-
ly and leaps into the realm of sculpture.“It’s not
that I don't think about the artwork,” she says.“It’s
that I verbalize my thoughts through the artwork.”
In the end, those thoughts are expressed through
Lemanski’s one-of-a-kind, mixed-media surface
designs in the form of “skins” stitched atop sculpted
copper rod armatures.

Using largely self-taught techniques, her
first step is to bend and shape various gauged 
copper rods into a three-dimensional armature that
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ANNE LEMANSKI 1950: Just Add Water Acetate hand-stitched to
copper rod., 10” x 12” x 7 “, 2006.
LEFT: ANNE LEMANSKI A Century of Hair, 1900-1990 Various
mediums hand-stitched to copper rods on wood stands, various
sizes, 2008. Photos: Steve Mann.

ANNE LEMANSKI 1900: American Queen Coal Cook
Tooled and etched copper hand-stitched to copper rod,
9” x 13” x 10”, 2005. Photo: Steve Mann.
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forms the skeleton of every piece she makes. Each
“line” of the armature works in favor of the final
structure, keeping the forms realistic and life sized.
Some parts of the armature are bent and attached
as a single unit, such as eyes and hooves. Others are
long, curved lines that, once joined, form the main
structural support for the piece. This part of the
process represents Lemanski’s thinking out loud, so
to speak, as she “draws lines” with the copper into
armature that forms the space between conception
and completion—a space that ultimately invites
innovative, stimulating surface designs she calls
“skin.” Bracing the armature with a vise, Lemanski
brazes joints with oxy-acetylene. Next, she pickles
the copper and patinas it with liver of sulfur. After a
coat of Johnson paste wax, the armature is com-
plete, providing stability for the skin that is sewn on
during the final stages of construction.

Just Add Water, the 1950s piece from A
Century of Hair, combines copper, acetate, cast plas-
tic shoes, and thread. As she shaped the armature,
Lemanski became particularly enamored with
Barbie shoes from this decade and decided they
needed to be a specific shade of mandarin orange
for the project. She went so far as to mail a custom-
made color plate to a company in Connecticut that
manufactured 100 of the shoes for her. In the
meantime, she cut the pattern for the Jell-O-like
hairdo emblematic of the perfectly coiffed house-
wife of the 1950s.“Once I decide what material I
want to use for the skin, I become obsessed with it.
If I can't find it or make it myself, I won't do the
piece. Really—that’s the most fun for me. I love the
hunt,” says Lemanski.

Deerfield, USA, one of four pieces shown
through November, 2008 at the Mint Museum of
Craft + Design, Charlotte, North Carolina, embodies
Lemanski’s obsessive yet refined commitment to
surface design. Images of urban sprawl, specifically,
subdivisions of cookie-cutter houses and identical
cul de sacs, are cut into a pattern and sewn over the
armature for the life-sized fawn’s skin. Lemanski
printed these aerial photographs from Google
Earth onto BFK Rives paper, then sewed on the skin
using artificial sinew (waxed nylon thread) that eas-
ily splits into narrower strips.

“Obviously, I’m very interested in nature
versus man on a number of levels. We’re all con-
nected to the big picture. When things become
unbalanced, that’s when the trouble starts. It’s a
domino effect. It’s alarming to me, and that’s where
the initial spark came from with this body of work,”
she says.

Also included in the series is a Gambian rat
with mirror sheeting skin, a blue shark with
Japanese woodblock-inspired skin, and a rhesus
monkey with skin patterned from Bollywood
posters. Lemanski uses scale to her advantage—the
more realistic the size and shape, the more relat-
able the piece.“I made Got Bovine Growth Hormone?
(a small scale cow) before this body of work and
that was a really pivotal piece for me. The armature
was incredibly complicated. Afterwards, I felt I could
make any animal, so I moved into life-sized work,”
says Lemanski. Add the skins, with her quick-witted
aesthetic, and the end result is a sculpture that at
once highlights the life and death of the creature at
stake.

“I always like there to be some juxtaposi-
tion between the armature and the skin,” she says.
In the case of her current work, life-sized armatures
invited skins with life-sized implications. Urban
sprawl disrupts the deer population, rendering the
suburban skin all the more appropriate. Rats sur-
vive, in large part, off the waste produced by
humankind. The mirror sheeting skin reflects its
viewer’s face, creating an immediate connection of
dependency and repulsion, a relationship that
demands awareness of the facts. Similarly, the esti-
mated 100 million sharks slaughtered annually for
shark fin soup, a popular menu item in Japan, are
brought to our attention by the use of skin that
evokes a woodblock technique.

The work ultimately denies viewers any
way out, commanding our attention by speaking to
us on an instinctual level. These issues are real, as
real as the fact of our interconnectedness and the
great scale of loss occurring at this time. Lemanski’s
creative process, moving from spark to structure to
skin, balances the heavy-handed content with an
inherent sense of playfulness and questioning.

Anne Lemanski’s work is on exhibit in Possibilities: Rising
Stars in Contemporary Craft, Mint Museum of Craft +
Design, Charlotte, North Carolina, through November
30, 2008 and in Vested Interest, Kohler Arts Center,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, through September 6, 2008,
where A Century of Hair will be on display.

—Katey Schultz writes from her home in Fork Mountain,
North Carolina, specializing in essays about art. Her work
has been published in Ceramics Monthly,
Contemporary Impressions, Ceramic Art and
Perception, Southern Arts Journal, Our State, and more.
She has essays forthcoming in Metalsmith and in con-
junction with two museums. Learn more at:
katey.schultz.googlepages.com.
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ANNE LEMANSKI Rattus Mannus Mirror
sheeting, copper rod,artificial sinew,
5.5” x 25” x 7”, 2008. Photos: Steve Mann.

ANNE LEMANSKI Got Bovine Growth Hormone? Photopolymer etching on paper,
hand-stitched to copper rod, 18” x 12” x 7”, 2007.
ANNE LEMANSKI Deerfield, USA Aerial images printed on paper, artificial sinew,
hand-sewn to copper rod, 36” x 34” x 7,“ 2008.


